1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Hippocrates (460-377 BC) was the first person to propose a materialistic (not mystic) viewpoint on the nature of aging and lifespan limitation. He supposed that aging is caused by the gradual loss of the natural heat which is given to each organism at birth in a restricted amount. This viewpoint persisted in science until the end of the 19th century and was confirmed by accurate experiments: Max Rubner (1854-1932) performed calorimetric studies on people of different ages and reported a gradual decrease in heat production. At the same time, August Weismann, the founder of modern genetics, suggested that longevity is controlled by natural selection and is a necessary condition for the survival of the species \[[@r1]\]. The emergence of these two foundational concepts did not lead to the stimulation of aging research because neither knowledge about the nature of biological heat, nor knowledge in the field of genetics was then available. Some cytologists of that time believed that mitochondria are intracellular parasites, having observed their ability to move and change shape. Until the middle of the 20th century, limited research into the nature of aging was based on the assumption of the harmful effects of external factors. For example, the famous physiologist of the time, Ilya Ilyich Mechnikov believed that aging was caused by intestinal microflora and phagocytes. In turn, a radical remedy for aging was proposed: the removal of the colon.

The rapid intensification of research on aging occurred in the mid-1950s after Peter Medawar subverted Weismann's point of view. He pointed out that, in their habitat, animals never die of old age, but perish from various external causes. Thereby, natural selection cannot differentiate them according to longevity, meaning that this attribute is beyond the control of natural selection. Consequently, the genes of aging and longevity cannot exist, while aging is the result of the destructive action of harmful factors; simply put, wear and tear \[[@r2]\]. The "Free radical theory of aging", which supported Medawar's viewpoint, was soon put forward as the concrete mechanism of aging \[[@r3]\]. Soon after, George Williams offered an "Antagonistic pleiotropy theory", a new evolutionary explanation for aging, which differed from Weismann's supposition \[[@r4]\]. Tom Kirkwood clarified the question regarding the species specificity of longevity: "Aging is not programmed but results from the accumulation of somatic damage, owing to limited investments in maintenance and repair" \[[@r5]\]. As molecular biology evolved, more and more new damaging agents, which confirmed the validity of Harman's mechanism of aging, were detected. Detection of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) generating by mitochondria became the most significant of these because it showed that the main source of damaging agents is inside the body. The mitochondrial theory of aging created on the base of this phenomenon \[[@r6]\] declared that ROS cause damages in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and respiratory chain, which lead to a further increase in ROS production. As a result, a vicious cycle is formed, causing the progressive degradation of all body functions. The theoretical foundation of the concept of the accumulation of stochastic errors was found to be very convincing. Indeed, experiments have provided indisputable evidence that mitochondria generate ROS, which produces mutations in nuclear and mitochondrial DNA, that errors occur in the processes of DNA reduplication, transcription, and translation, that lipid peroxidation in membranes happens, and that non-enzymatic glycolysis and cross-linking between molecules takes place and more, all of which accumulates over time. The conclusion about the nature of aging is obvious. The methods of combating aging following on from this are also obvious: the prevention and repair of damage. Almost all experiments seeking to increase the maximum lifespan of animals, performed during the 20th century, were based on this concept. All possible approaches developing from this concept have been tested, but none of them has given a positive result.

In the meantime, in the last decade, convincing evidence that the aging process is under direct genetic control has been found: the mutation of the only DAF-2 gene has doubled the maximum lifespan of the *C. elegans* \[[@r7]\]. Some other genes with similar properties have subsequently been discovered \[[@r8]-[@r11]\]. To date, about 80 genes have been identified whose modification leads to an increase in the maximal lifespan \[[@r12]\]. All these genes have one thing in common: they are involved in metabolic pathways that ensure that the division of cells, while the damage they incur from mutations or various chemical and physical factors slows down cell proliferation. A reasonable explanation for this phenomenon has not been found to date \[[@r13]\]. Despite this, in the last decade, this area of practical research has increasingly moved to the forefront of the science of aging \[[@r12]\]. However, any anti-aging remedy suitable for human use remains elusive because the increase in longevity in current experiments is accompanied by unacceptable side effects. Takahashi and Yamanaka presented additionally strong support for the concept of programmed aging. They found four transcription factors that can convert old differentiated somatic cells into pluripotent stem ones, which can again be differentiated into specialized cells of any tissue \[[@r14]\]. Their functional parameters return to the high level inherent in embryonic cells. This level is maintained after their differentiation back into the original somatic cells \[[@r15], [@r16]\]. This incontestably shows that changes in the functional state of genes, rather than stochastic damages, are responsible for age-dependent attenuation of all organism functions.

The present situation is paradoxical: the conception of stochastic errors, which is well-founded and highly convincing, is unable to deliver any applied outcome. Meanwhile, proponents of the conception of programmed aging report impressive practical results, but they have no understanding of the mechanisms that underlie these phenomena. There was an objective reason for this situation emergence. Medawar's basic idea, which claimed that lifespan is not under the control of natural selection, was erroneous. In his time, his conclusion was valid, since only Darwinian individual natural selection was known. A little later on, the existence of group selection was revealed \[[@r17]\], whereby not only individuals but also a group of individuals \[populations, species\] are objects of selections. This form of natural selection is able to maintain attributes that are useful for the survival of the group, even if they are disadvantageous or harmful for individuals (for example: bravery, altruism, care for offspring). It is this form of natural selection that controls the species-specific lifespan \[[@r18]-[@r20]\]. This adjusts longevity according to the pressure of environmental factors in the ecological niche of the species: the more harmful the habitat, the shorter life is, and *vice versa* \[[@r18]\]. It is this lifespan, established by natural selection, that ensures the maximum reliability of the existence of a population (species) and its potential immortality, although it is fatal for each its individuals. This conclusion on the programmed nature of longevity was made using computational methods widely adopted in the field of ecology and evolution but is not popular in gerontology. Therefore, the Medawar\'s argument is considered as correct, and the Antagonistic pleiotropy theory continues to be popular.

2. The mechanism of programmed aging {#sec2}
====================================

2.1. Longevity is Under Direct Genetic Control *via* a Programmed Bioenergetics Decline {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The central role of mitochondrial bioenergetics in aging was recognized at a time when the mitochondrial theory of aging was created \[[@r6]\]; this viewpoint has been preserved until today. In their latest review, Moh Malek and co-authors offered a modern generalized viewpoint on the role of mitochondria and bioenergetics in aging as follows: "Mitochondria are central to all basic and advanced cellular and organismal functions. In addition to the vast majority of cellular energy generated by these unique organelles, they are also essential signalling hubs and communicate with the rest of the cell through various means including reactive oxygen species" \[[@r21]\]. The point of view on the cause of the age-related decline in bioenergetics changed along with improvements in research methods and the accumulation of knowledge. For example, a group of researchers led by Jun-Ichi Hayashi originally confirmed the dominant notion that an age-dependent decrease in bioenergetics is caused by mutations in mitochondrial DNA \[[@r22]\]. Further experiments led them to the conclusion that nuclear rather than mitochondrial genome is involved in age-related mitochondrial dysfunction \[[@r23]\]. In this research, they also measured the level of energy production by mitochondria along the activity of cytochrome с oxidase in fibroblasts taken from 16 people at the age of 0-97 years. [Fig. (**[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**)](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the curve of the age dependence of the bioenergetics level, which was constructed using the results of the mentioned experiments.

The curve indicates that the average level of mitochondrial energy production gradually decreases with aging against the background of significant individual distinctions. Recently, these authors concluded that this age bioenergetics decline is directly programmed by nuclear genomes and this phenomenon is reversible \[[@r16]\]. Since bioenergetics energizes all physiological, biochemical, and biophysical processes \[[@r24]-[@r27]\], its programmed decline inevitably leads to a weakening of all vital processes in the organism, which causes a decrease in physical and mental powers and many detrimental phenomena designated as illnesses. The programmed decline of the bioenergetics level alone is enough to cause all destructive processes accompanying the aging process. The genetic program directly triggers the bioenergetics decline only. The latter causes several harmful processes, each of which breeds, in turn, several secondary detrimental phenomena \[[@r28]\]. In this way, two conceptions of the nature of aging - stochastic errors accumulations and programmed - which seem to be incompatible, are combined (Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

Both conceptions turned out to be correct: the programmed decline in bioenergetics is the real primary cause of aging, and the avalanche of destructive processes triggered by it is the immediate mechanism of execution of the aging program. Only the components of the execution mechanism of programmed aging are revealed by researchers in experiments. In light of this, an impression arises that the prime cause of aging is multifactorial, whereas the only actual driving force remains hidden.

Two essential inferences follow from this: 1) Manipulations with any secondary destructive processes are not able to give the effect of an extension of maximum lifespan. This is confirmed by the entire history of practical research in gerontology; 2) To achieve an unlimited healthy life, it is necessary to develop a means to govern bioenergetics -- this is the only way to succeed.

2.2. What a Parameter of Bioenergetics is Under Direct Genetic Control {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Since the conception of stochastic errors has been dominant until now, gerontologists have not looked into the physicochemical essence of bioenergetics. Therefore, an age-related decline in bioenergetics is usually expressed by such inexplicit terms as "a decrease (decline) in energy production", "a defect of mitochondrial function", "mitochondrial dysfunction", "a defect in mitochondrial respiration", "a decline in mitochondrial function", or "dysregulated mitochondrial dynamics". A level of bioenergetics at the current time is usually measured by the amount of oxygen absorbed per unit of time. This is enough for resolving of some specific tasks but insufficient for understanding the mechanism of programmed aging and resolving the longevity problem. To achieve the main goal, it is necessary to find out what parameter of bioenergetics is directly controlled by the genetic program, what molecular mechanism performs this program and the possible means of its modification. Therefore, knowledge of the parameter of bioenergetics, which is under direct genetic control and can be measured by physicochemical methods, is absolutely necessary.

The functional state of any energetic system (mechanic, electric, aerodynamic, chemical, *etc*.) can be quantitatively described by several interdependent parameters. Two of these, an original energetic potential or a driving force (F) and the effect it causes (P), are basal. They are linked by a simple relation that is given in textbooks around the world and easily understood by everyone:

F = kP, (1)

*i.e*., a driving force causes a direct proportional effect, or the effect is directly proportional to the driving force. In each of the energetic systems, the two have different designations, but the same sense. For example, in mechanics, these are force and work (coefficient k is friction); in electrical engineering, these are the voltage and amperage (*i.e*., Ohm's law, where k is the resistance or conductance). In chemical thermodynamics (in particular, in bioenergetics), the original energetic potential F represents a free energy change, ΔG (Gibbs energy). ΔG for macroergic (high-energy) coenzymes that function in the biological energy-generating system (ATP, NAD, NADP, GSH, *etc*.) is determined by the value of their concentrations ratio of the reduced form to the oxidized one and by the temperature. For ATP, in particular:

ΔG = ΔG^0^ -- RTln\[ATP\]/\[ADP\]\[\[P~i~\], (2)

where: ΔG^0^ is the standard Gibbs energy that is measured with everything at a one-molar concentration: \[ATP\] = \[ADP\] = \[P~i~\] = 1M; R is the gas constant; T is the absolute temperature. The more negative the Gibbs energy, the higher the driving force a bioenergetics machine creates. Since ΔG^0^ and R are parameters, then the \[ATP\]/\[ADP\] ratio is the only variable to determine the energy potential ΔG for warm-blooded animals (second variable, temperature, is constant for them). Consequently, for them, the formula (1) may be rewritten as:

\[ATP\]/\[ADP\] = kP, (3)

where: \[ATP\]/\[ADP\] is the driving force or energy potential; P is the energy flow \[effect\]; k is the real-time regulator of the energy flow. The \[ATP\]/\[ADP\] ratio generated by mitochondrial bioenergetics machine predetermines the capacity of any biological system to work. It is this parameter of bioenergetics that is decreased by a genetic program to drive aging. The performance efficiency of bioenergetics depends on the ATP/ADP ratio rather than the absolute value of ATP or the number of mitochondria in cells. For example, the maximum weight that a weightlifter can lift, having a certain muscle mass, depends on the ATP/ADP ratio in his mitochondria, with the number of mitochondria in muscle cells determining how many times he can lift it. Over the years, the strength decreases, even if the muscle mass and the number of mitochondria in the muscles remain the same. The value of the ATP/ADP ratio is denoted below simply as the "bioenergetics level".

2.3. How the Aging Program Declines Viability {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------

In a recent review, Lipsky and King denoted the central event of aging thus: "Commonly defined as the accumulation of diverse deleterious changes with time, aging exponentially increases the risk of death. By the age of 80 years, the relative risk of dying is more than 300 times greater than for someone aged 20 years. Despite the inevitability of aging and its importance to health, how and why we age remains a poorly understood aspect of human biology" \[[@r29]\]. Simultaneously, Sun and colleagues summarized the available information on the mitochondrial underlying this phenomenon: "A decline in mitochondrial quality and activity has been associated with the normal aging and correlate with the development of a wide range of age-related diseases" \[[@r24]\]. Now, we have the opportunity to clarify the question about how this decline in mitochondrial function contributes to aging and how aging exponentially increases the risk of death.

In the habitat, all organisms are under pressure from environmental factors, namely: infections, predators, cold, heat, hunger, strong stresses, typical and extreme physical and chemical influences, natural cataclysms, and many others. To survive, all organisms contrast the special protective factors against each of these challenges. The efficiency of these factors depends on the level of energy supply. If the force of the pressure of any environmental factors exceeds the effectiveness of the opposing defence factors, the organism perishes. The environment pressure continuously fluctuates, occasionally reaching very large values. They are as inevitable as they are unpredictable. Because of this, there is always a risk of death for any organism at any age. Nevertheless, every death has its own viewable cause (it was this fact that Medawar noticed and used to disprove Weisman's postulation on the programmed nature of aging). The risk of death is increased during the course of life because the genetic program progressively reduces energy supply, which weakens the immune system, decreases physical and mental abilities, and dulls sensory organs, *i.e*., viability declines. Natural death occurs when the level of energy production fails to provide even internal needs. Given the environmental pressure, a majority of a species' individuals perish long before the energy generation is reduced to a critical level of natural death. The rare lucky ones manage to avoid death from environmental factors and live the entire programmed maximum lifespan and die a natural death. Thus, it is the programmed decline in the ATP/ADP ratio, produced by a mitochondrial energy-generating machine, which causes an increased risk of death with age.

3. Bioenergetics aging clock and its effects {#sec3}
============================================

3.1. The Existing Systems of Biological Timing {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------

There are a number of terms concerning temporal phenomena in living systems, which are similar but not identical: mitotic clock, physiological clock, biological clock, epigenetic clock, ontogenetic clock, and aging clock. The aging clock here implies an internal mechanism that operates the rate of the realization of the aging program and predetermines species-specific longevity. Two molecular systems are now known to pretend this role, while another is a timer that indicates the biological age.

The notion of a mitotic aging clock currently dominates. The theory of replicative senescence is based on the doubtless fact that cells of higher eukaryotes enter a non-dividing but viable state after a certain number of duplications; this is called the Hayflick limit. It is assumed that the accumulation of non-dividing cells in tissues finally leads to organism degradation \[[@r30]\]. The mechanism of this phenomenon is that the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes have multiple repeating TTAGGG nucleotide sequences, called telomeres. They prevent end-to-end chromosome fusion and protect DNA from nuclease digestion. Telomeres are synthesized in embryonic cells by a special telomerase enzyme which is absent in most somatic cells. The telomeric chromosome ends of somatic cells become 50-200 nucleotides shorter with each division. As a result, after a certain number of duplications, the telomeric end is exhausted and divisions cease due to chromosome erosion \[[@r31]\]. This process is recognized as a mitotic clock \[[@r32]\], which is obvious and convincing, but now refuted by many facts: the aging cells that have the telomerase activity have been discovered and *vice versa*, plus potentially immortal tumour cells which lack telomerase activity have been found. Blasco and co-authors, who reported the most convincing data, managed to obtain mice zygotes that lacked the telomerase gene but had full-sized chromosome telomeric ends. The mice that developed from these zygotes proved to be viable and fertile. This initial length of telomeres was sufficient to support the normal viability of six generations \[[@r33]\]. Next, this group of researchers obtained an analogous mouse line, but with shortened telomeric ends. The mice, in this case, were only viable for four generations \[[@r34]\]. At present, many researchers hold the opinion that the loss of telomeric ends actually results in chromosome erosion and cell death. However, the termination of cell proliferation in the process of normal physiological aging takes place earlier than this critical moment. The telomeric apparatus cannot, therefore, serve as an aging clock, while it is an additional barrier on the path to the multiplication of malignantly transformed cells.

The neuroendocrine theory of aging developed by Vladimir Mikhailovich Dilman, under the name of the "grand biological clock", has also been referred to as the aging clock theory \[[@r35]\]. Just as in a technical clock, the mechanism of time reckoning in this clock is based on rhythmic oscillations which are performed by a special oscillatory circuit \[[@r36]\]. There are time (circadian) genes in each cell of all eukaryotic organisms. In vertebrates, they are mostly active in the suprachiasmatic hypothalamic nucleus. These genes express the proteins that inhibit their own transcription. Such systems with negative feedback produce auto-oscillations because each unit of a system reacts to the signals of other units with some lag. The greater this lag, the larger the oscillation periods. The hypothalamic oscillatory circuit is adjusted so that its rhythms are close to daytime illumination rhythms. The signals from these circadian rhythms are transmitted into the pineal gland (epiphysis), which secretes melatonin in rhythm with the oscillations, with maximum secretion during dark times of the day. The core destination of the suprachiasmatic oscillatory system is to change the melatonin production. The rhythmic fluctuations in the concentration of melatonin in the blood change the daily activity of most of the endocrine system and, subsequently, the activity of many the organism's systems. As age increases, the production of melatonin by the epiphysis decreases, and daily biological rhythms are mismatched. This aggravates the diseases that accompany aging; it can also be a direct cause of their origin \[[@r37]\]. Daily administration of melatonin reduces circadian rhythms disturbances in older people \[[@r38]\]. All empirical data indicate that the circadian clock machinery orchestrates the organism metabolism to ensure that development, survival, and reproduction are attuned to diurnal environmental variations \[[@r39]\], but there is no reliable information on its role in the aging process. This is a physiological clock that generates cycles one after another but does not sum the results, which is necessary to perform the role of an aging clock. Tevy *et al*. noted in a recent review devoted to links between the circadian clock, metabolic functions, and aging that: "for unknown reasons, there is a decline in circadian rhythms with age, concomitant with declines in the overall metabolic tissue homeostasis" \[[@r40]\], *i.e*., neither a cause of the disorder in circadian rhythms nor an interconnection between circadian oscillations and aging has been found.

Steve Horvath elaborate the method, allowing us to estimate the physiological age of tissues by the state of DNA methylation \[[@r41], [@r42]\]. This epigenetic clock is widely used in practical medicine as an age measurer, but cannot influence the rate of aging or any parameter of the senescence process. *Via* this clock, the author revealed two useful facts concerning our topic. First, regardless of the age of the original tissue, the age of induced pluripotent stem cells is close to zero and equal to an embryonic one. This confirms that aging is programmed and reversible. Second, the degree of DNA methylation correlates with the number of cell doublings which have elapsed, in turn confirming the correctness core of the bioenergetics aging clock presented below.

3.2. The Bioenergetics Aging Clock {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------

The bioenergetics aging clock follows from the bioenergetics nature of aging, as presented, and some other empirical data as a logical consequence. Aging is inherent not only to multicellular organisms but also to the cells that are cultivated *in vitro*. Hayflick and Moorhead noted, in the conclusive part of their historic work on cell cultivation, that the amount of cell divisions in culture was only determined by internal factors, *i.e*., the number of reduplications was programmed in each cell \[[@r43]\]. This conclusion was drawn, based on experiments in which the growth of a culture of fibroblast cells, taken from human embryos, was interrupted by freezing to -70°C for different periods. Independently of the duration of these periods and their number, the irreversible termination of proliferation took place after the summary passage of about 50 divisions.

As mentioned above, the conventional viewpoint on the mechanism of the Hayflick limit, based on the telomere shortening, is now discredited. Instead, another mechanism, which follows on from analyses of a considerable quantity of empirical data concerning the mechanism of cell reduplication, has been put forward \[[@r44]\]. According to this proposition, there is a specific checkpoint at the boundary between the G1 and S phases in the cycle of cell division called the restriction point. All normal dividing somatic cells make a cycle suspension here; but, after a certain number of reduplication cycles, this checkpoint becomes impassable and cells enter the non-dividing state. The mechanism of this phenomenon can be summarized briefly as follows. The cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27 prevents passage through this restriction point. There is a special molecular mechanism for its removal. The efficiency of its work depends on the supply of energy. When bioenergetics levels decrease under a certain threshold, this mechanism stops inhibitor removal while cell division becomes impossible.

Together with the data reported by Hayflick and Moorhead, this leads to the conclusion that the level of cell bioenergetics, and therefore age, are strictly related to the number of duplications that have elapsed (this is also confirmed by the above-mentioned Horvath's aging clock). This provides grounds for concluding that the genetic program reduces the level of cell energetics production intermittently in the process of every mitosis. Thus, the core of the mechanism of programmed aging appears to be very simple: every cell division is followed by a slight decrease in energetics generation which in turn causes some decline in viability.

Is this aging clock applicable to the organism as a whole? The fact of the matter is that the cells in culture grow old almost synchronously, but this situation is much more complex in an organism. First, the rate of cell division varies in different tissues from zero (*e.g*., nervous cells and cardiac muscle cells) to almost permanent (*e.g*., haemopoietic and some epithelial cells). Second, each tissue represents a conglomerate of differently aged cells. This heterogeneity arises because tissues are constantly regenerated thanks to the tissue-specific stem cells which are involved in the process of division and differentiation. It has been shown that, as stem cells are divided, both *in vitro* \[[@r45]\] and *in vivo* \[[@r46]\], their proliferative potential decreases and they reach the Hayflick limit, *i.e*., stem cells also grew old \[[@r47]\]. After much research \[[@r48], [@r49]\], Ho *et al*. concluded: "a living organism is as old as its stem cells" \[[@r50]\]. Thus, the bioenergetics aging clock regulates the aging process both in cell culture and in an organism.

As can be seen from the notion of the bioenergetics aging clock, it has the opportunity setting the rate of aging by changing two parameters: 1) The rate of cell divisions and 2) The value of the ATP/ADP drop per one cell division. For brevity, the latter will be referred below as the "energy drop".

There are two aspects of longevity: the species-specific life duration and the individual lifespan. The bioenergetics aging clock completely regulates the species-specific longevity only, whereas the individual lifespan varies depending on pressure from environmental factors, *i.e*., the genetic program only provides a potential opportunity for all individuals of a species to live for a certain period, but the real (individual) lifespan is determined by this potential opportunity and the environmental conditions. For example, a mouse in its habitat lives, on average, for eight months, but, in favourable laboratory conditions, its life duration may attain three years; a human's mean length of life can now vary between 40 to more than 80 years, depending on the living standards in their country. However, the mouse and the human cannot live longer than three and 120 years, respectively, under any circumstances, even under the most favourable conditions, because the species-specific life is programmed up to these limits.

4. Empirical verification {#sec4}
=========================

The experiment is the supreme judge of all theories: however compelling a theoretical presentation may be, it requires empirical verification to become correct. The correct aging clock involves explaining all phenomena associated with the problems associated with the rate of aging and longevity. As mentioned, impressive results in increasing the maximum life expectancy of animals have been obtained by followers of the concept of programmed aging. However, there is no convincing explanation for the results of these studies. The bioenergetics aging clock offers such an explanation.

4.1. Calorie Restriction {#sec4.1}
------------------------

The first experiments on the impact of hunger on longevity were conducted as early as the 1930s. A paradoxical phenomenon was discovered: strict Calorie Restriction (CR), which seems to be harmful to an organism, increased mean and maximum species-specific longevity \[[@r51]\]. The interest in this phenomenon has not declined over time, because this manipulation remains the only method that reliably increases the lifespan of mammals, while concurrently maintaining their health.

Later on, many different factors that cause the analogous life-extending effect, so-called CR-mimetic factors, were found. They are capable to increase the maximal lifespan of all species from yeast to mammals (repeatedly in invertebrates) and are therefore at the forefront of anti-aging researches.

Numerous hypotheses have been presented to clarify the mechanism responsible for the effect of CR including lipid biology, amino acid imbalance, the neuroendocrine system, apoptosis, systemic inflammation, and the mediation of nuclear receptor NHR-62 \[[@r52]-[@r54]\], but none of them has appeared to be satisfactory. The change in oxidative stress within mitochondria is predominantly recognized as a core cause of this phenomenon \[[@r55]\]. It is a well-known fact that a food absorbed by an organism is utilized in two ways: 1) As fuel in the mitochondrial energy-generating system, and 2) As a construction material to build the structures of oneself. A dominant explanation of the CR effect comes from the first way: the shortage of fuel inhibits mitochondrial functioning that causes a decrease in ROS production. This, in turn, gives such a beneficial effect \[[@r56]\]. The interpretation with the position of bioenergetics aging clock takes into account the second process: the food restriction entails a decrease in the rate of cell division due to the deficit in construction materials that are indispensable for a doubling of cell mass during cell duplication. This slows down a course of the bioenergetics aging clock, which extends the maximal lifespan.

The first backgrounds for this conclusion were obtained as far back as 1995. It was shown by experiments *in vivo* \[[@r57]\] and *in vitro* \[[@r58]\] that the rate of cell divisions in *ad libitum* diet mice is high by early middle age, but then diminishes greatly in all organs. However, such mice on CR broadly preserve cell replicative capacity by an early age and then gradually use the saved divisions at a later age. These results were confirmed repeatedly by other researchers \[[@r59]\]. These findings are key in understanding the nature of the life-extending effect caused by the calorie restriction. Because a decline in the level of cellular bioenergetics is mated with cell reduplications, and CR increases time intervals between divisions, retardation of the aging clock occurs, which extends life. A general rule follows from this conclusion: anything that slows (accelerates) the rate of cell division entails extending (reducing) of life duration. At the start of life, each organism has an inborn level of bioenergetics generation, which is reduced by the genetic program in small bits synchronously with cell divisions. This is a modern interpretation of the Hippocrates\' idea.

Many empirical data confirm this rule. First, the most important (as construction materials) components of food are essential amino acids and essential fatty acids that cannot be synthesized in an organism and therefore must be supplied in the diet. It has been shown that increasing the content of essential amino acids, such as methionine, tryptophan, cystine, and cysteine, in the allowances of starving animals decreases the lifespan extension effect of CR and, in the case of moderate starvation, even reduces it to zero \[[@r60]\]. On the contrary, even if rations are complete, the shortage of essential amino acids in food increases lifespan and thus imitates the effect of CR. Solon-Biet and colleagues found incontestable evidence that the ratio of macronutrients, rather than calorie intake, influences longevity \[[@r61]\]. Their experiments show that lifespan can be extended in *ad libitum-*fed animals provided that the content of proteins in food is low, and *vice versa*: the calorie restriction under a condition of high-protein diets has no effect on lifespan. All these data convincingly show that the effect of CR is caused by the proliferation of cells slowing down due to a deficiency in construction materials \[[@r62]\].

4.2. CR-Mimetic Factors {#sec4.2}
-----------------------

Both CR and any other factors that slow down cell division increase lifespan. The live organism can be considered as a harmonious ensemble of physical and chemical reactions, which have been refined by evolution over many millions of years. Any mutation (*i.e*., genetic wound) that changes the functional state of this ensemble can influence cell proliferation. If, in this case, the modified gene diminishes the rate of cell division without doing too much damage to the remaining functions, then it increases lifespan. Thus, it is evident that mutations in genes, which reduce the activity of the different signalling pathways that are necessary for the mitosis process, extend lifespan in all organisms investigated: worms, flies, and mammals \[[@r63], [@r64]\]. Clear examples are Ames dwarf mice and Snell draft mice, which live 50% longer than the wild types of mice \[[@r65]-[@r67]\]. They contain mutations that restrict the production of growth hormones and other regulatory compounds that affect the cell division process. A similar effect is seen when mutations reduce the activity of nutrient-sensing pathways \[[@r68]\]. On the contrary, the hyper-production of Insulin-like Growth Factor (IGF-1), together with Growth Hormone (GH) accelerates cell proliferation and reduces the lifespan in mammals \[[@r69]\].

The chemical agents that influence the rate of cell divisions are also CR-mimicking factors. For example, the Target of Rapamycin (TOR) pathway is an inducer of the cell dividing process \[[@r70]-[@r72]\]. Rapamycin, the chemical isolated from the bacterium *Streptomyces hygroscopicus,* inhibits this pathway and thus decelerates cell proliferation \[[@r73]\], resulting in lagging of the aging clock and life extension. Factors that act in a similar way to rapamycin are those that suppress the expression of such genes as GH, IGF-1, DAF-2, DAF-16, Indy, Wnt signaling, and others involved in the initiation and maintenance of cell division \[[@r74], [@r75]\]. Lithium, which suppresses protein homeostasis, has also been found to increase longevity in this way \[[@r76]\].

The effective CR-mimicking factor which also influences the rate of cell division is temperature. This affects the longevity of all organisms, both poikilotherms and homeotherms, highlighting a general mechanism of this phenomenon \[[@r77]\]. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon also remains unclear and has been investigated intensively \[[@r78]\]. The elementary explanation follows from the position of the bioenergetics aging clock: according to thermodynamics laws, a temperature change inevitably varies the rate of all biochemical reactions, which in turn modifies the rate of cell proliferation and thereby longevity.

The CR and the numerous CR-mimicking factors have quite different natures but the same effect of extending longevity because they all cause a decrease in the rate of cell division, which leads to a lagging of the bioenergetics aging clock.

4.3. Other Phenomena {#sec4.3}
--------------------

The above only explains the phenomena associated with the influence of the rate of cell division the course of the bioenergetics aging clock. However, there are phenomena that cannot be explained in this manner. For example, a bat and a bird live 10 times longer than a ground animal of a similar size \[[@r79]\], and a naked mole-rat (*Heterocephalus glaber*) has impressively longer longevity in comparison with a home mouse \[[@r80]\]. As explained above, the reason why their life expectancy is an order of magnitude higher than that of terrestrial animals in evolutionary terms is because the environmental pressure in their ecological niches is much lower. The next question is how is this increase in longevity realized by the bioenergetics aging clock under an almost equal tempo of cell proliferation?

As mentioned, bioenergetics aging clock has, by its nature, another possibility to influence the rate of aging - by changing the value of "energy drop". It can be assumed that it is this possibility that nature uses for such a large-scale regulation. Indeed, the range of possibilities of this way longevity regulation is practically unlimited and is not subject to any external influences. If this value is big, then the generation of energy may drop to the level of senile cells over a few dividing (as, for example, in the case of *C. elegans*). Appropriately, the smaller the ATP/ADP value, which decreases under each division, the longer the lifespan. This answers the question as to why bats, birds, and naked mole-rats live longer: their cell divisions reduce bioenergetics in smaller portions. In a limiting case, if this "energy drop" tends towards zero, the course of the bioenergetics aging clock approximates to stopping. This reveals the nature of the negligible senescence of some animal species (some Mollusca, Echinoderms, freshwater Hydra and others), and also why HeLa cells and other malignant cell lines can divide continually, thus avoiding senescence.

The data considered were obtained experimentally. Besides, nature itself uses the cell proliferation rate to influence the course of the bioenergetics aging clock by all three ways possible:

1.  *A Delay in the Aging Clock*: Embryonic stem cells are the precursors of all differentiated tissue. In the course of embryo development, the part of these cells suspends the divisions at the stage of tissue-specific unipotent stem cells, thereby retaining a high level of bioenergetics. This strategy allows the moribund senescent cells to be replaced throughout the life of the body until the energetic potential of the stem cells themselves has been exhausted.

2.  *Temporary Stopping*: This strategy is mainly used to maintain the viability of seeds and spores of different creatures under adverse conditions. This quiescence period can either be short (for example, seasonal) or very long. Recently, a group of researchers obtained data confirming the capability of multicellular organisms for long-term cryobiosis in permafrost deposits of the Arctic. Two species of viable soil nematodes were isolated from the samples of Pleistocene permafrost deposits. The duration of natural cryopreservation of the nematodes corresponded to the age of the deposits, *i.e*., 30,000-40,000 years \[[@r81]\]. Furthermore, viable bacteria with an estimated age of 1.8-3.0 million years were found in samples of permafrost in the Kolyma-indigir Lowland of North-eastern Siberia \[[@r82]\]. These are analogues of the Hayflick and Moorhead experiment \[[@r43]\] made by nature itself.

3.  *Complete Stopping*: In some tissues, the bioenergetics aging clock is functionally stopped entirely. It is known that all mammals' heart muscle has no stem cells. Cell divisions of this tissue occur only during embryonic development and cease immediately in the postnatal period. It is because of this shutdown of the aging clock that heart muscle cells stop aging and retain the highest activity inherent in embryonic cells. This allows them to stay young and work tirelessly throughout the life of the body. The decline in their functional ability in the later stages of life is not due to aging, but to the decrepitude of the serving tissues, mainly blood vessels. The above applies fully to nerve cells (neurocyte), which also have no stem cells. They also work tirelessly throughout the organism\'s lifespan, and their functional ability also decreases with age, but only because of the deterioration in blood supply and the decrepitude of the glial cells in which they are immersed.

Conclusion
==========

Despite the breathtaking progress in all areas of science, especially in biology, and the emergence of powerful new technologies, gerontology has not made any progress in extending the maximum human lifespan. The primary reason for this stagnation is that the basal postulate of the dominated concept of aging states that the genes of longevity cannot exist, while age-related organism degradation is the result of the accumulation of stochastic errors. By now, it has been shown experimentally that genes of longevity exist and that their manipulation can influence the maximal lifespan. But, the obtained empirical data have no convincing substantiation.

It is time to conclude that further research in traditional direction is hopeless and we need to revive the initial ideas of Hippocrates and Weisman, which state that the aging process is programmed *via* the decline in bioenergetics. All conditions are maturated already for the realization of this way. Compared to the first half of the 20th century, genetics made enormous successes, the machinery of biological energy production has been studied substantially, and a huge amount of different fundamental knowledge has been accumulated.

The mechanism of programmed aging and its aging clock, as presented here, explains phenomena concerning the aging process and longevity. Fundamental research in molecular biology and related fields has already discovered the main details of the molecular mechanism that determine the bioenergetics level in the cell, although even the authors of these studies are often not aware of the role of their discoveries in the mechanism of programmed aging. Take this vivid example: a group of researchers led by Bernhard Kadenbach discovered a molecular mechanism of allosteric regulation of the ATP/ADP level in mitochondria \[[@r83]\], which is one of the main components in the execution mechanism of programmed aging. However, they maintain that this regulation is necessary to hold down ROS production \[[@r84]\], private correspondence.

The molecular mechanism of execution of programmed aging and a way of its modification are to be outlined in the next article. Both genomes, nuclear and mitochondrial, and many other components realizing the aging process such as sirtuins, mobile genetic elements, and so on, find their specific roles there. While we are ready to start practical research, the most difficult task today is to shift the attention of researchers from the concept of the accumulation of stochastic errors onto programmed aging.
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![Age dependence of mitochondrial energy production in human fibroblasts (according to the data of Hayashi *et al*., 1994). The bioenergetics level was measured *in vivo* according to the activity of cytochrome с oxidase. The ordinate axis shows the relative value of the bioenergetics level (bioenergetics of a new-born child is taken as the unit); the numbers near the points indicate the age of the fibroblast donor. *(A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).*](CAS-13-31_F1){#F1}

![Scheme of realization of the genetic program of aging. Only a decline in bioenergetics is under direct genetic control. This immediately leads to a number of detrimental processes, each of which generates a series of secondary destructive phenomena. This growing avalanche of malicious processes serves as the execution mechanism of the aging program. It causes the dysfunction of all organism functions, diseases and, ultimately, death. *(A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).*](CAS-13-31_F2){#F2}
